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Fisk Vanderbilt Masters to PhD

Nashville, Tennessee

Fisk-Vanderbilt Masters-to-PhD 
Bridge Program

Get the preparation you need to earn a PhD
1. Earn a Masters degree in physics, chemistry, g p y , y,

or biology at Fisk, with full funding support.
2. Get valuable, paid research experience.
3. Receive preparation for the GRE. 
4 Get fast track admission to the Vanderbilt4. Get fast-track admission to the Vanderbilt 

PhD program, with full funding support.
• Physics & Astronomy
• Biology and Biomedical sciences

Ch i• Chemistry 
• Materials science and engineering

www.fisk.edu/bridge 
www.vanderbilt.edu/gradschool/bridge



Where are the 
minorities in science?minorities in science?

• Top 10 producers of Black physicsTop 10 producers of Black physics 
baccalaureates are all HBCUs. 

• Just 20 HBCUs produce 55% of all p
Black physics baccalaureates.



Snapshot of program outcomes so far
 Since 2004:

– 67 Bridge students
– 61 Underrepresented minorities (all US citizens)p ( )
– 46% female
– Very high retention and persistence 

• 97% retention rate in STEM employment
• 80% persistence to PhD (compare to 50% national average) 

 Since 2006: 
– Fisk is top producer of Black MA degrees in physics, and top 10 producer of MA 

degrees in physics to US citizensdegrees in physics to US citizens
 2010:

– First Bridge PhD (now faculty at Alabama A&M)
 2012-13 2012 13

– Seven PhDs graduate (all received postdoc/faculty offers prior to graduation: 
STScI, Arizona, DOE, DOD, Intel, CEA-Saclay) 

– Vanderbilt is top producer of URM PhDs in astronomy, physics, materials science
 2014-

– Project 5-6 Bridge PhDs graduate  per year 



Summary of GRE scores
 Quantitative GRE: 

– Mean = 619, Sigma = 114
– Min = 230 (1%-ile), Max = 800 (95%-ile)
– Student with lowest QGRE was one of three program dropouts. Two other 

dropouts had QGRE of 560 (37%-ile) and 620 (52%-ile).
– Students with 2nd thru 5th lowest QGRE (360-480; 9-23%-ile) completed 

PhD and are employed in STEM. 
• one completed PhD at Ivy League program and is now a postdoc
• one earned NSF Graduate Research fellowship

 Physics GRE: Physics GRE: 
– Min = 390 (1%-ile), Max = 700 (56%-ile) 
– All students with 1-5%-ile scores completed PhD or in good standing

 Summary: The only cut that would have eliminated more failures 
than successes would have been QGRE < 9%-ile. Physics GRE 
as low as 1%-ile not predictive of failure. 



Bridge Program “Firsts” 
 First Black woman to receive PhD in astronomy from Yale. 
 First Black woman to publish first-author astronomy paper in 

Nature. 
 First Sioux woman to earn advanced physics degree. 
 First Native Hawaiian woman to receive NSF graduate First Native Hawaiian woman to receive NSF graduate 

fellowship. 

 Fi k i d f Af i A i ’ d i Fisk is top producer of African American master’s degrees in 
physics. 

 Vanderbilt is top producer of URM PhDs in astronomy, materials p p y,
science, physics. 



Identifying Students Who Will Succeed
What roles are we 

looking for? 
What qualities 

predict success?

 Commitment and academic 
potential 

P d ti ti

 Passion, “fire in the belly”

 Ability to succeed in relevant 
courses Productive, creative, 

entrepreneurial researchers

 Effective teachers and 

courses

 Ability in the laboratory 

 Persistence in the face of 
mentors

 Transformational leadership

hardship (the “P” in PhD)

 Entrepreneurial spirit 

Two most important elements in admissions: 
(1) relevant coursework, (2) grit(1) relevant coursework, (2) grit

Use GRE only as part of determining best first-year course placements.
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